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Abstract

The problems of assigning frequencies to transmitters can be nat�
urally modelled by generalizations of graph coloring problems�
We start with a randomized graph coloring algorithm of Petford
and Welsh and propose a randomized algorithm for minimizing
the number of constraints violated when a set of frequencies avail�
able is �xed� Experiments on instances of various types relevant
to mobile communication networks are reported�

Keywords� frequency assignment problem� randomized heuristics� cellular
telecommunications system

R�esum�e

Le probl�eme de la plani�cation de fr	equence se traduit de fa
con
naturelle en une g	en	eralisation du probl�eme de coloriage de graphe�
En partant d�un algorithme randomiz	e propos	e par Petford and
Welsh nous l�adaptons �a la minimisation des violations de con�
traintes induites par la plani�cation de fr	equences� Des exp	eri�
mentations ont 	et	e conduites sur des exemples vari	es signi�catif
des probl�eme de plani�cation cellulaire�

Mots�cl�es� planni�cation de fr	equences� heuristique randomiz	e� reseau cel�
lulaire de radiocommunication
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Abstract

The problems of assigning frequencies to transmitters can be natu�
rally modelled by generalizations of graph coloring problems� We start
with a randomized graph coloring algorithm of Petford and Welsh and
propose a randomized algorithm for minimizing the number of con�
straints violated when a set of frequencies available is �xed� Experi�
ments on instances of various types relevant to mobile communication
networks are reported�

Keywords� frequency assignment problem� randomized heuristics� cel�
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� Introduction

The frequency assignment �or frequency allocation problem is one of the
key applications in mobile networks engineering� The di�culty of practical
problems comes from the fact that an acceptable solution must satisfy many
constraints and the set of frequencies available is limited�

�Part of this work was done while the author was visiting Ecole Normale Sup�erieure de
Lyon� supported by the French ministry of Education and Research� Partially supproted
by the Ministry of Science and Technology of Slovenia� grant no� J��������������
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Many versions of the problem are intractable and therefore heuristics for
�nding near optimal solutions are sought� Various heuristics were recently
used for frequency assignment including simulated annealing ���� genetic al�
gorithms ����� mathematical programming ���� tabu search ���� etc� Many of
these are compared in ����� Most of the results published in the literature
concern the span optimization� probably because strong lower bounds were
developed which enable decisions to be made on the optimality of the results
�see ��� for an overview of lower bounding techniques� The problem where
a �xed spectrum is given and the objective is to minimize the number of
violations is less studied� There are only few papers on this problem where
the instances are either fully explained or available on the internet� A ��cell
cluster instance was used for testing performance of simulated annealing in
���� Simulated annealing� tabu search and a genetic algorithm are compared
in ����� where a set of benchmark problem instances is proposed� Here we
compare performance of our algorithm to the results of these two papers�

In this paper we develop an algorithm for minimizing the number of
constraints violated in a frequency assignment from a �xed set of available
frequencies� The algorithm is based on the graph coloring algorithm of Pet�
ford and Welsh ����� It is not unlike to more well known general optimization
techniques such as simulated annealing and generalized Boltzmannmachines�
The main di�erence is that here the �temperature� is �xed� which results in
a simpler tuning of the parameter�s� On the other hand� this may be one
of the reasons for good performannce because it is known that the proba�
bility of �nding an optimal solution with simulated annealing algorithm is
asymptoticaly worse that the same probability for local search ����

The paper is organized as follows� Section � introduces the frequency
assignment problem while Section � presents the algorithm� Section � reports
on experiments and Section � gives conclusions�

� The frequency assignment problem

In this section we give precise meaning to our frequency assignment problem
for which our algorithm was designed� It is a combinatorial optimization
problem in which can be naturally de�ned using weighted graphs� We use
the usual graph theory terminology� see for example �����

Throughout the paper we assume that frequencies are taken from a �xed
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subset of natural numbers� F � N � This covers a usual practical situation
where frequency bands are given but there are also some reserved frequencies
which may not be used� These so called forbidden frequencies may exist due
to technological or environmental constraints �government regulation� other
radio systems� � � �

Speci�c constraints may be de�ned on neighboring pairs of transmitters�
In general� a constraint associated with an edge can be any set of forbid�

den di�erences� Usually� frequency separation constraints exist between ge�
ographically close transmitters in the service area� In this case we speak
of far�site interference and the sets of forbidden di�erences are of the form
f�� �� � � � � w � �g�

Another important type of constraints is based on co�site interference�
Namely� if there are more frequencies needed at the same location� they
must be separated at least by co�site di�erence� which is usually larger than
other�

In general� it is possible to de�ne more complicated constraints modelling
di�erent types of interference which is due to various interferencemechanisms
such as harmonic constraints� adjacent channel constraints� co�site frequency
constraints� intermodulation products and spurious emisions and responses�
In this paper we will consider only co�site and far�site interference� because
these two represent the most important interference problems to avoid�

We therefore have a set of locations �transmitters with given demands
and given constraints between pairs of transmitters� This can be modeled as
a problem of multicoloring a graph with constraints�

If we regard a location with demand d as d vertices of a graph G� the
problem reduces to �nding one frequency for each vertex� Edges of G connect
pairs of vertices� for which there exists a constraint�

For arbitrary two nodes i and j we call wij the weight of the edge ij�
A frequency planning function c � F � V �G assigns a frequency to every

vertex of G�
If c is the frequency planning function� every constraint can be written

as

jc�i� c�jj � wij ��

A frequency planning function c is proper� if it violates no constraint�
E�c� the cost of c is the number of constraints c violates�
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Clearly E�c � � and E�c � � if and only if c is proper�
The frequency assignment problem studied here is

Problem� �MINIMAL COST FREQUENCY ASSIGNMENT
Input� weighted undirected graph G and a set F
Question� �nd an assignment which minimizes the cost E

A closely related problem is the problem of minimizing the span� i�e�
minimizing the di�erence between the largest and the smalest frequency used�

Problem� MINIMAL SPAN
Input� weighted undirected graph G and a set F
Question� �nd a proper assignment which minimizes the span

Note that these problems are clearly at least as hard as the graph coloring
problems� �Just take all weights equal to � and F � f�� �� � � � � k or F � N �

� The Algorithm

Petford and Welsh proposed a randomized algorithm for ��coloring which
mimics the behavior of a physical process based on multi�particle system of
statistical mechanics called the antivoter model ����� The algorithm starts
with a random initial ��coloring of the input graph and then applies an it�
erative process� In each iteration a vertex creating a con�ict is randomly
taken uniformly and recolored according to some probability distribution�
This distribution favors colors which are less represented in the neighbor�
hood of the chosen vertex� There is a straightforward generalization of this
algorithm to k�coloring� which behaves reasonably good on various types of
graphs ���� ��� ��� ���

We use the same main idea� with some natural generalizations� A set
of colors is replaced by a �nite subset of natural numbers corresponding
to available frequencies� Simple constraints requesting di�erent colors or
frequencies at adjacent vertices are generalized to constraints depending on
the edge weights and applying to frequencies assigned to adjacent vertices�

The frequency assignment algorithm is
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Algorithm PW�T � Time limit�

assign available frequencies to nodes of the graph uniformly random�
while not stopping condition do

select a bad vertex v �randomly�
assign a new frequency to v

end while

Bad vertex is selected uniformly random among vertices which are end�
points of some edge which violates a constraint� A new frequency is assigned
at random from the set F �

Sampling is done according to the probability distribution de�ned as fol�
lows�

The probability of frequency i � F to be chosen as a new frequency of
the vertex v is proportional to

exp��Si�T  � ��Si

where Si is the number of edges with one endpoint at v and violating the
constraint provided frequency of v is set i� T is parameter of the algorithm�
called temperature for reasons explained later�

The second parameter of the algorithm is the time limit� given as the
maximal number of iterations of the while loop� This is at the same time the
number of calls to the function which computes a new frequency and also the
number of feasible solutions of the problem generated �some of them may be
counted more than once�

The stopping condition we choose is� either a proper assignment was
found or a time limit was reached� In the later case� the best solution found
�with fewest constraints violated is reported as an approximate solution�

In the rest of the section we give some remarks on the parameters of the
algorithm�

In the coloring problem� Si is simply the number of neighbors of vertex v
colored by i� The original algorithm of Petford and Welsh �for coloring uses
probabilities proportional to ��Si � which corresponds to T � ���� � � �� Larger
values of T result in higher probability of accepting a move which increases
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the number of bad edges� With low values of T � the algorithm behaves very
much like iterative improvement�

T is a parameter of the algorithm� which may be called temperature
because of the analogy to the temperature of the simulated annealing algo�
rithm and to the temperature of the Boltzmann machine neural network�
This analogies follow from the following simple observation� Let us denote
the old color of the current vertex by i and the new color by j� The number
of bad edges E� after the move is

E� � E � Sj � Si

where E is the number of bad edges before the change� We de�ne �E �
E � E� � Sj � Si� At each step j is �xed and hence Sj and E are �xed�
Consequently� it is equivalent to de�ne the probability of choosing color i to
be proportional to either exp��Si�T � exp��E�T  or exp�E��T �

Finally� recall that the number of bad edges is a usual de�nition of en�
ergy function in simulated annealing and Boltzmann machine� Therefore�
the algorithm PW is in close relationship to constant temperature operation
of the generalized Boltzmann machine �for details� see ���� and the references
there� The major di�erence is in the ��ring� rule� While in Boltzman ma�
chine all neurons are �red with equal probability� in PW algorithm only bad
vertices are activated� The algorithm PW di�ers from constant temperature
simulated �annealing� in the acceptance criteria for the moves improving the
cost function� These are always accepted by simulated annealing and only
according to some �high probability in the present algorithm�

Choosing the temperature and the time limit is in general an open prob�
lem� However� very simple tuning which is explained in the section on ex�
periments was enough to obtain good results on instances tested�

� Problem instances and results

We give results of experiments with various datasets� Where available� we
compare our results with the results reported in the literature� This includes
two implemantations of simulated annealing� a tabu serach and a genetic
algorithm� For some datasets� in lack of other information� we compare
results to a similar type algorithm for minimizing the span����� The algorithm
of ���� uses similar probability distribution for choosing the new frequency�
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but it starts with a greedy assignment and tries to reduce the span� In the
examples� where the optimal span is known� it is possible to compare the
results of the algoritm PW with results of ����� Comparison in terms of the
number of steps is fair� because the basic steps of both algorithms are of the
same time complexity �a change of a frequency of one vertex� both according
to some probability distribution�

��� Random generated benchmark problems

First dataset is the instances tested in ����� which are available on the inter�
net�

We �rst did a simple tuning of the parameter T � With relatively small
time limit �set to ����n iterations� where n is the number of vertices of the
graph we run the algorithm on a medium size instance ���� vertices at
temperatures T � ���� ���� ���� ���� Since the results were promising around
T � ���� we checked also T � ���� and T � �����

T min max average

��� ��� ��� �����

���	 �
� ��� �����

��� �
� ��
 �
���

���	 ��� ��� �
��


��� �
� ��� �����

��� ��	 ��� ����


We have no formal argument why to start with these temperatures� We
know from experiments that T � ����� the original temperature of Petford
and Welsh was often too high and that some lower temperatures do better
in the case of graph coloring ���� ���� There is at least one seemingly more
advanced approach for tuning the temperature� One could check some values
of T by short runs measuring the ratio between �up� and �down� moves� If
the temperature is relatively low� the algorithm will behave like iterative
improvement and this ratio will be close to �� On the other hand� if the
temperature is too high� the ratio is close to �� It is therefore possible to get
at least some reasonable starting value for T by bisection�

Since the temperatures T � ��� and T � ���� seemed to be good� we
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tested the algorithm with these two values on the whole available dataset of
�����

Because the results above were good we did not increase the time limit�
We compare the results to those given in ���� in the following table�

PWT � ��� PWT � ���	 SA���� GA���� TS����

N min max avg� min max avg� min avg� min avg� min avg�

�	� �� �
 ���� �� �� �	��

��� ��� ��
 ����� ��� ��� ����� ��� ����	 	�� 	���� ��� ���

��� �
� ��
 �
��� ��� ��� �
��
 ��
 ����� ���� ��
��� �
� �����

�	� ��� �
� ����
 �	
 �
� ��	�
 �	� ����� ��	 ����� �
� �����

��� ��� �
� ����� ��� �	
 ����� ��	 ����� ���� ������ �	� �
���


�� �	�� ���� �	���� �	�� �	�� �	���� ���� �	���� ���
 ������ �	�	 ������

The quality of results of the algorithm PW is comparable or a little lower
that that of the simulated annealing algorithm �SA� It is de�nitely better
that quality of the results obtained by tabu search �TS and by genetic
algorithm �GA�

To make a comparison fair� we have take into account the number of
assignments tested as reported in ����� which corresponds to the number
of iterations in our algorithm� GA explored � � ��� assignments for all
instances� The numbers of assignments for the other two problems were
between ���� ��� and ���� ��� for SA and between ���� ��� and ���� ���

for TS�
For this reason we increased the time limit by �� �to �����n to let the

algorithm PWA generate about the same number of assignments as SA and
TS� It should be recalled that the number of assignments allowed for GA in
���� was lower� but the quality of the results of GA was also much lower�

Next table gives the results of this experiment� �The best solutions known
are in boldface� In the last column we put the best solutions found by the
FASoft software package ���� It is claimed that the wall clock time for the
experiment reported in ��� was the same as in �����
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PWT � ��� PWT � ���	 FASoft����

n min max average min max average min

�	� �� �� ���
�� �� �� ���	�� �

��� ��� ��� ������� ��� ��� ��	�	�� ���

��� ��� ��� �	����� ��
 �	
 ��	���� ���

�	� ��
 �	� �	����� ��� �	� ��	���� ���

��� ��
 ��� ��	���� ��� ��� ������� ���


�� ���	 �	�� �	�	���� ���� �	�
 ���
���� ����

Two remarks are in order here� The number of con�gurations visited for
some larger instances was in our experimentmuch lower than reported in �����
Second� we wish to say that we used very simple tuning of temperature T
�and on one graph only� Probably� even better performance can be achieved
if T is tuned with some more e�ort�

��� ��cluster hexagonal torus

The second example is a uniform ��cell cluster of ��� �� cells arranged in a
doubly periodic array � or torus � where interference extends to the second
ring of neighboring cells� The channel assignment task is to equip each cell
with two out of fourteen channels� The ��cluster is a standard test case for
regular cell assemblies ����

�� runs of the algorithm at T � ���� ��� and ��� and time limit set to
������ iterations gave the following results�

� no success at T � ����

� � out of �� successes at T � ��� with average number of iterations
������ and

� no success at T � ����

�� longer runs gave average ��������� of �� successful runs �min� ������
max� ������� time limit ������� iterations�

For comparison� we recall the results with the algorithm of ���� on the
same instance� with temperature T � ��� we also obtained �� successes with
��� ��� average number of steps �only � successes at T � ��� and no success
at T � ����
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There is no information on the number of assignments tested by the
simulated annealing implementation of ���� It is reported that time used was
several hours on T���� In our experiment� the average run �approx� �������
iterations corresponds to approximately � minutes of wall clock time on
SPARC � workstation�

��� Triangular lattice graphs with random demand

Typical examples which are studied in the context of frequency assignment
are triangular lattices with blowups� The demand for the number of calls
to be served at the same time is usually not uniform� All constraints are of
the form� jc�i � c�jj � � if ij � E�G� This corresponds to a problem of
assigning a set of frequencies to each transmitter� which is a multicoloring
problem of the corresponding graph�

The same problem is usually presented in terms of coloring of graphs as
follows� Each vertex� corresponding to a transmitter with demand � � is
expanded to a clique� i�e� a complete graph and each vertex of such a clique
is connected to all neighbors of the original vertex� Vertices of demand � are
deleted� The problem of coloring of the resulting graph is equivalent to the
multicoloring problem of the original graph�

In our experiment we generated the instances as follows�

�� generate a� b triangular lattice

�� assign a random number q�v between q� and q� to every vertex�

�� replace each vertex with v by a q�v clique�

For graphs generated by the above procedure� it is easy to compute their
clique number� i�e� the size of maximal clique� This is because every clique
in the resulting graph is emerged from a clique �a triangle or an edge of the
original graph and its size is exactly the sum of q���s of its original vertices�

In the following table we give results on instances used in ����� Since
T � ��� was good choice there� we took the same value of T here� We
compare the number of iterations needed with those needed by the algorithm
for minimizing the span of ���� in the following table�
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instance n ��G� � ��G� PWT � ��� T � �������

���x�� lattice demand ���� ��� � ��
	�

����� ���	�
������
�	x	 lattice demand ������ 
�� �� ��	���������� �			���������
���x�� lattice demand 	���� 
�� ��� ���		�������� ���
���������

�The numbers in parenthesis are the numbers of successful runs� 
It may be interesting to note that for all graphs the number of colors

needed was equal to the clique number and hence all the solutions are optimal�
However� it is not easy to �nd examples of triangular latice graphs with

blowups for which the chromatic number is greater than the clique num�
ber� In fact� it can be shown that � � � � �d�

�
e for any triangular lattice

graph with blowups� even with arbitrary co�site di�erence �see ���� and the
references there�

��� Clique of size �� with constraints

The last example involves a complete graph of �� vertices each with demand
�� both frequency separation and forbidden frequencies are added to the
graph� The co�site diference is � and the di�erences on edges are given by
the matrix �����

� � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � � � �

The frequency range is� �� to �� ��� and �� inclusive but the following
frequencies are not allowed �for all transmitters�

�� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �	 �� �� �� �� �� ��

�� �� ��
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Since the underlying graph of this problem is small it is possible to obtain
a solution to this problem by a hand drawing and some reasoning� Such a
structured solution for example is�

Vertex index � � � �  �
Frequencies �������� ������� ������� �������� �������� �������

Vertex index � � � �� �� ��
Frequencies ������� �������� �������� ������� ������� ��������

This problem is far from a coloring problem� since the graph we get
after expanding the locations is a complete graph on �� vertices so there are
clearly �� frequencies needed� The di�culty lies in obeying the weights �i�e�
the minimal di�erences and forbidden frequencies�

The problem itself seems to be hard in spite of its small size�
Hundred runs �with time limit ����� for each run at T � ��� gave

solutions with one up to � violated constraint �average ������
A batch of ����� runs with the same parameters did not �nd any proper

assignment�
This is worse than the results with the span minimization algorithm�

with which � optimal assignments were found in ���� runs �with the same
parameters as above �����

� Concluding remarks

We tested PetfordWelsh type randomized algorithm on frequency assignment
problem with �xed set of available frequencies� The preliminary results are
promising�

In this section we �rst discuss the problem of tuning the parameters
of the algorithms and continue with remarks on of possible �more or less
straightforward generalizations of the present algorithm�

The main di�culty in practical application of any randomized heuristics
is to tune the algorithm parameters for the data we process� In our case�
tuning means choosing the right temperature and the maximum number of
iterations of each trial� When applying the Petford Welsh type algorithms to
graph coloring problems� it was observed that for di�erent types of graphs the
performance of the algorithm considerably depends on T ���� ���� Choosing
a good temperature is therefore an interesting open research problem which
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is not unlike to the well known problem of �nding a good cooling schedule for
the simulated annealing algorithm ����� Not surprisingly� temperature is also
important parameter of the present algorithm� The fact that it is a single
real number gives hope that it can in praxis be tuned by not too complicated
and time consuming process� Furthermore� our �rst experience shows that
it can be tuned relatively fast� at least for the types of problem instances
had� Therefore� our algorithm seems to be easier to adapt than some other
randomized algorithms such as genetic algorithms or simulated annealing�

There are a lot of optimization problems referred to as frequency assign�
ment problems� First� they di�er in the level at which they model the inter�
ference� Here the simplest example is graph coloring� where all constraints
only impose di�erent frequencies at adjacent sites� On the other hand� it is
in principle possible to design very complicated constraints modelling di�er�
ent types of interference which are due to various interference mechanisms
such as harmonic constraints� adjacent channel constraints� co�site frequency
constraints� intermodulation products and spurious emisions and responses�
The cost function to optimize can also be de�ned in many ways� the sum
of violated constraints used here being only a simple example� In practical
problems some constraints are probably more costly if violated than others
����� In principle� we do not see any problem to adopt the present algorithm
to such more general situations�

Furthermore� there is a whole family of problems� where the frequencies
have to be assigned to edges of a graph� This is the case when it is known in
advance which pairs of users will need a communication link� although such
problems may be presented also in a form of a vertex coloring problem ����
However� we believe that this problems are probably more naturally solved
by generalizations of edge coloring methods� This may be rewarding since it
is well known that edge coloring problems in graph theory are usually easier
than the corresponding vertex coloring problems�
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